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Roads of rome 3 level 10

Episode 2 Level 1 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Get a crystal. Start with: 19 food, 25 wood, 7 stones, 9 gold, 0 water construction order: field, pumping station, warehouse, sawmill, farm, mine, field, quarry, cobbler upgrade field Construction pumping of the repair station and build a bridge on the left Collect the key Build the warehouse (near the bottom) Extract the fire at the sawmill and repair Put out the fire
at the farm and repair Put out the fire at the mine and repair Put out the fire at the mine and Repair. Camp upgrades Esto fires at the quarry and repair it. Build the Cobbler. Unlock the transporter and take the Crystal. Finish clearing the way. Episode 2, Level 2 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Take 2 crystals. Build a barracks. Start with: 20 food, 15 wood, 11 stones, 5 gold, 0 water construction order: field,
pumping station, field, sawmill, farm, mine, quarry, cobbler, warehouse, pumping station of the barracks upgrade camp Clear the register on the road. Collect berries and chop upgrade camp trees as soon as you have wood. Pick up all the berries and cut all the wood as you do the following Put out the fire at the sawmill and repair Put out the fire at the farm and repair Draw the rope to the crystal and build
a bridge to the mine Put out the fire in the mine and repair it without taking fire on the road. Spread the fire on the path to the quarry and warehouse. Spread the fire to the Quarry and repair it. Build the Cobbler. Repair the road waiting for water Extinguish the fire by blocking the Warehouse. Spread the fire at the Warehouse and repair it. Work along the way and build the Barracks when you get there. Pay
the Monk. Get the Crystals. Finish. Episode 2 Level 3 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Get a runestone. Start with: 23 Food, 23 Wood, 0 Stone, 12 Gold, 4 Water Building Order: Field, Cobbler, Pumping Station, Warehouse, Farm, Sawmill, Quarry, Mine, Clear Field Upgrade Field and Build Bridge Right Build Cobbler's Picker Wands and Cut a Sack of Wood Build Pumping Station Expose fire to warehouse and
rebuild Put out fire at farm and rebuild Put out fire by blocking the road to sawmill and sawmill and rebuild Spread the fire to the Quarry and rebuild Collect 4 stones for the Bridge Put out the fire by blocking the bridge and fires that block the Mine and rebuild everything. Upgrade the field. Work evenly in all directions, not forgetting the runestone through teleportation. Episode 2, Level 4 Tasks: Rebuilding the
Road. Get a crystal. Destroy the totem. Build a tower. Start with: 10 food, 18 wood, stone, 4 gold, 0 water construction order: field, pumping station, sawmill, farm, warehouse, field, mine, quarry, cobbler, submarine station, tower upgrade camp build pumping station take key and open the Teleportation Knock down all trees near the camp Put out the fire to the sawmill and repair Collect berries Put out the
fire at the farm and repair Chop all the wood you can get. Undead the fire at the Warehouse and repair. Fire upgrade camp to quarry during repair how it goes. Remove the fire at the quarry and repair Build the Cobbler. Put the absolute priority on road repair as there are many sections where you can only do it one at a time. Build the underwater base to get the Totem and bridge to get the Crystal. Build
the Tower. Episode 2, Level 5 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Take 2 crystals. Build a fort. Start with: 25 food, 30 wood, 0 stone, 12 gold, 0 water construction order: camp twice, pumping station, sawmill, quarry, mine, warehouse, cobbler, fishing hut, warehouse, submarine, settlement upgrade camp twice Build ladder down and then bridge to pumping station Remove snow pile near camp and cut trees Take
key and open teleportation. Take 2 stones from Sawmill Put out the fire at the sawmill and repair Chop all the trees you can get to. Build a bridge to quarry and mine Extract fire at the quarry and repair They pull out the fire in the mine and repair Clear the way to the fishing hut, carefully noticing how little you need to clarify to get there Build warehouse Build Cobbler Put out the fire at the Fishing Hut and
repair Upgrade Storehouse Build Submarine Station Put out the fire at the settlement and rebuild Start repairing the road Pay the Monk when you have enough supplies Collect the Crystal near to the settlement and beyond the Monaco Finish the road. Episode 2, Level 6 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Get a crystal. Build a tower. Start with: 29 Food, 29 Wood, 31 Stone, 20 Gold, 0 Water Building Order:
Camp Twice, Pumping Station, Sawmill, Fishing Hut, Storehouse, Farm, Cobbler, Mine, Storehouse, Tower Upgrade Camp twice Build pumping station Build bridges to sawmill Pay the monk and open teleportation Collect all the food and wood you can reach , including the way over on the right Put out the fire at the sawmill and repair Put out the fire to the fishing hut and repair Put out the fire at the
warehouse and repair Put out the fire at the farm and repair Build cobbler Put out the fire in the mine and repair Update the warehouse Collect all the gold and food available Pay the barbarian altar Collect a couple of piles of stone as you run around Repair the road in all the Directions Don't forget the Tower and Crystal Episode 2, Level 7 Activities: Rebuilding the Road. Build a tower. Build a barracks. Get a
crystal. Start with: 20 Food, 17 Wood, 0 Stone, 6 Gold, 0 Water Build order: Camp twice, Pumping Station, Sawmill, Storehouse, Farm, Cobbler, Quarry, Mine, Storehouse, Barracks, Tower, Crystal Upgrade Camp twice Build the 2 stairs to pumping station and build It Cut all the wood you can find Build the Sawmill Build the Warehouse Put fire to the farm and rebuild It Put out the fires by blocking the roads
to the mine and quarry. Build the bridges and stairs needed to reach them Draw a rope to the Cobbler and build it. Take the fire away from the quarry and mine and build them. Update the warehouse as soon as you can afford it. Collect all available food and gold (after Fill the Build barracks and tower cart. Get the CrystalLine Finish Episode 2, Level 8 Activities: Rebuild the Road. Get a runestone. Get a
crystal. Start with: 19 food, 12 wood, 0 stones, 4 gold, 0 water construction order: field, pumping station, sawmill, fishing hut, field, mine, warehouse, quarry, warehouse, cobbler, underwater station upgrade camp Collect all trees and remove the first pumping station of snowplow construction Expose fire to sawmill and rebuild. I'm going to put out the fire at the Fishing Refuge and rebuild it. Clear the fire by
blocking the road to the left and collect the wood upgrade camp construction deck to the mine. I'm going to clear the fire at the mine. Untouch the fire on the road that blocks the road to the Warehouse Put out the fire at the Warehouse and rebuild Put out the fire at the Quarry and rebuild. Update the Build the Cobbler warehouse. Repair to the underwater station and build it. Build like crazy in the other
directions Don't forget the Teleportation Take the RuneStone and Crystal after paying for the Altar Episode 2, Level 9 Activities: Rebuild the Road. Build a tower. Take 3 crystals. Destroy the totem. Start with: 18 Food, 24 wood, 14 stones, 8 gold, 0 water construction order: field, pumping station, sawmill, field, farm, warehouse twice, mine, quarry, fishing hut, submarine station, tower upgrade camp build
pumping station and sawmill construction ladder, draw one rope on the other side, the other ladder up to the farm upgrade camp Put out the fire at the farm and rebuild Put out the fire at the warehouse and rebuild Build the bridge and then climb down to the Mackerel quarry the way to the mine upgrade, the warehouse He set fire to the mine and quarry as you get to them and rebuild The work up to the
fishing hut and put out that fire and rebuild. In addition to the whole building you will have to collect a lot of stone and food for the Altar. Build in all directions. Build the underwater station and destroy the Totem Build the Tower. Build double bridges on the single crystal. Pay the altar and take the last two crystals. Episode 2, Level 10 Tasks: Rebuilding the Road. Take 2 crystals. rebuild the settlement. Start
with: 27 Food, 27 Wood, 24 Stone, 3 Gold, 5 Water Building Order: Camp twice, Pumping Station, Sawmill, Pumping Station, Cobbler, Farm, Mine, Quarry, Fishing Hut, Storehouse twice, Settlement, Cobbler, Upgrade Camp twice Build the bridge to teleport and open Build the pumping station Put fire to the sawmill and rebuild all the trees and collect all the berries you can get too Pumping station Build the
Cobbler Put out the fire by blocking the farm Extract the fire at the farm and rebuild At the same time, build a bridge on the quarry Put out the fire at the mine and rebuild Build bridge on the quarry Put out the fire at the quarry and rebuild Put out the first fire on the way to the warehouse before doing so at the Fishing Refuge Put the fire at the Clear Fishing Hut up to the warehouse from the quarry and
rebuild Upgrade Le The Pay the Altar Put out fires and repair the Cobbler settlement upgrade Now start repairing the Road Pay the Monk and take the crystals. Crystals.
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